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12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, Vivo is durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement of our confidence in
its quality, we cover Vivo with the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward promise that we stand behind that quality
100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and includes labor on all warranty work.

easy optionsSM capability
Our versatile, flexible products give people real choices. If they need something extra, we can do that, too, 
from modifying existing products to developing new ones. For more information on our Easy Options capability, 
please visit www.HermanMiller.com/easyoptions.

distribution paths: power      data      

L Vivo™ Interiors

technology performance
Vivo interiors incorporates a proven 8-wire, 4-circuit electrical 
distribution system. It allows routing of and access to power 
and data in the base and every 11 inches of the frame height. 

Lay-in capability at the top and base of frames streamlines 
installation and reconfiguration. At a 60 percent fill rate, 
a Vivo frame holds these quantities of cables:

Cable Type Location Qty
Category 6, 4-pair UTP Base 73
Category 6, 4-pair UTP Top channel and 37

every 11 inches of frame height
Category 5e, 4-pair UTP Base 95
Category 5e, 4-pair UTP Top channel and 47

every 11 inches of frame height

This means that a 68-inch-high frame holds 293 Category 6 
cables or 379 Category 5e cables.
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crisp appearance
The design of Vivo combines attention to detail with a fresh look.
Tiles have crisp edges for a straight, well-defined reveal. 
A reflective bead between tiles, available in four colors, catches
light to create highlights. Thin-profile trim pieces interlock 
for exceptional alignment and fit. 

full performance
Vivo walls are 3 inches thick and range in height from 35 to 79
inches with the option to stack up to 90 inches high. A universal
connector can be used—and reused—in 2-, 3-, or 4-way 
configurations, saving on inventory and making reconfiguration
easier. Two options–90- and 120-degree–give companies more
planning choices. Tiles—in a variety of looks, functions, and
heights—are removable and interchangeable. They provide both
freedom of aesthetic expression and functional support.

aesthetic options
The Vivo color, material, and finish offering allows varied looks
that quietly complement the architecture of a space. Warm-to-
cool and light-to-dark finishes combine harmoniously. A range 
of accent colors on painted surfaces adds dimension. Glass, 
laminate, veneer, and textile options offer sophisticated choices.

varied work styles
Vivo supports the traditional approach to arranging work areas,
with the corner as the focal point of activity. It also offers the
About Face™ orientation that lets people face outward as they
work. This offers better screen privacy and more awareness of
teammates and the surrounding environment.

integrated storage
The Vivo sliding door overhead unit provides a fresh alternative
for storage. Vivo is also compatible with other Herman Miller 
products, including Quadrant™ Q- and V-Pull filing and storage
and Meridian® pedestals, lateral files, bookcases, and 
storage towers.

residential feel
Vivo walls come with traditional base covers or open bases with
furniture-style glides that lighten the scale of workstations and
promote airflow. The overhead unit, with its unique sliding-door
design, and freestanding bookcases offer more ways to give
workstations a residential feel.

the right fit
Vivo interiors combines a crisp, clean aesthetic and solid performance to give 
companies the features they value the most. That makes it a smart choice 
for creating efficient, inspiring places to work. Developed with designer Douglas Ball,
Vivo is a versatile and affordable frame-and-tile system. Its refined textures and precise
details create visual interest. With its essential set of capabilities and aesthetic options,
Vivo interiors has appropriate flexibility for furnishing an entire space.

Rectangular Concave Rectangular Curvilinear Corner Concave Corner Extended Corner

Extended Corner, Round End Round-End Peninsula D-Shaped Transaction Quarter-Round 120 Link Support Open Open
Surface Link Panel Support Support Infill

Sliding Door Storage Sliding Door Storage Shelf 120° Shelf B-Style Flipper Door C-Style Flipper Door E-Style Flipper Door 
Unit–15"h Unit–22"h Unit and Shelf Unit and Shelf Unit and Shelf

Rectangular, 120° End 120° Corner, 90° Ends 120° Corner, 120° Ends 120° Corner, 90/120° Ends 120° Corner, Extended 90° End 120° Corner, Extended 120° End

Full-Height  Tiles Upper Open Tiles
Tackable Fabric and Upper Window Tiles

Upper Rail Tiles
Painted

Upper Tiles Upper Power/Data Tiles
Tackable Fabric, Painted, Rail/Painted, Tackable/Painted
Debossed, Marker Board

Frame Lower Tiles Lower Power/Data Tiles
Open Base with Glide, Tackable Fabric, Fabric, Painted
Base Cover with Power Capability Painted, Debossed

Open Base Base Cover

Reflective Bead Sliding Door Storage Unit Open Support Steel Trim

Stacking Frame

Thin-Profile Stacking Window
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